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Description :Hotel Blast is another WhaleApp opportunity project to further develop the mechanics of the Three In a Row puzzle around the restoration of the huge building. In this case, it is still one of the abandoned hotels that is a good place for tourism. The players who took over the property will start restoration and repair work and a
systematic customer approach. Beautiful graphics, isometric camera, numerous levels, numerous elements to choose from, a development system and more captivate fans to connect and create long chains. Features : * Hundreds of exciting levels with challenging rids! * Unique game goals and dozens of entertaining obstacles! *
Incredible cinematic plot full of rids! * Huge selection of customizable interiors to customize the hotel! * Possibility to start your own club and break the competition! Казуальные Казуальные Казуальные Казуальные Казуальные Казуальные years of development, while other genres died, match-3 has always grown and gained a lot of
popularity. This has confirmed the location of the entire franchise before everyone. Every day there are still many match-3 titles that players can experience, and one recently released game, Hotel Blast, has attracted attention. Despite being a long-term franchise, match-3 and still attracting a lot of players to the game. And this game is the
most obvious evidence to prove it. Plot men like Bejeweled are very famous names around the world with undeniable success. But since it doesn't have a story, many people think that match-3 doesn't necessarily have a story. But this game has added a story for players to learn. Hotel Blast is a hotel built in 1970 that has quickly gained
popularity thanks to what it brings to visitors. But just seven years after the operation, the hotel owner mysteriously disappeared, causing the hotel to close. But then in 2018, you read an article about the sale of this hotel. So you've decided to buy it to start a new life here and open a new page for life. So you quickly book a flight to the
coastal city of Miami to start repairing the hotel. But there are still many mysteries around this hotel that make many people scared when they come here, such as the disappearance of the first owner. Are you afraid of it or not? Want to find exciting things around the story of the game? Renovated hotel This hotel was abandoned from 1977
to 2018, making it in an ancient and inaccessible apartment. So if a player wants to start a business, you have to fix it. But this is not easy as the hotel is too big so it takes a lot of time. Players have to do everything themselves, such as changing furniture, fixing cracks and many other things. In this way, the player is forced to help the
hotel open its doors one more time. But the player doesn't do this alone, but Get help from a friend, Oliver. Oliver used to work at this hotel, so he knows what it takes to be successful. With Oliver's help, there's no doubt you can get the job done quickly. Finishing work with match-3 When a player wants to do something like fix or change
something, you need to complete a match-2 game. At the end of the game, the player gets the key. This game is different from classic match-3 games, which are only two or more, can break blocks in the game. The second thing is that players just have to touch them with their hands, not have to move them. This style of play makes the
game simpler, but it is still very difficult to finish the game. Players need to know the requirements of the game in order to complete it. Only when a player has finished everything the game requires can it win the game. The number of contacts of players is limited; If a player skips this number and still can't finish the game, you lose. If a
player finishes before the limit, the balance is converted to points that help the player with a higher score. Different models When a player repairs or changes something, there is no default to force the player to use it. The game has many different styles and designs that players can choose from. For example, on the walls of the house, the
player can paint them in many different colors, such as blue, or add many other details. This makes the game more versatile, and players can create a hotel in their style. Each has three different options for players to make decisions. You are now ready to download Hotel Blast for free. Here are some notes: Check our installation guide.
To check the processor and GPU of your Android device, use the CPU-Z app Hotel Blast is a casual game for Android to download the last version of Hotel Blast Apk + Modi (Gold/Key) for android revdl with a direct link welcome to Hotel Blast! It's a place where adventure meets mystery in an exciting puzzle game! The only match and
explosion game you'll ever need! Hotel Blast combines a great puzzle experience with a fascinating story full of mysterious clues! If you want to play detective, get ready for the journey of a lifetime! Start solving the case and let Hotel Blast transport you into the ultimate world of mysteries! Blow up and build! Win colorful match-2 levels to
renovate and decorate the hotel by choosing the signature style of its décor. Make an explosion by choosing hundreds of models to change and turn this mysterious place into your heart's desire. Unlock various unforgettable tasks every day and get closer to solving the hotel's great mystery! Watch the exciting story! Uncover the mystery
of the scary, abandoned hotel you just inherited! Keep your eyes open against clues and travel through the hotel's past to reveal the truth about all the strange events Over. Be careful though, even your new mysterious hotel guests have something to hide! Very simple and addictive gameplay! Pull your finger into the blocks to make a
match and blow away! Make enough matches to level the level and earn keys to unlock Star Chests filled with prizes! Sounds like an explosion, doesn't it? Get your puzzle! Hotel Blast is an exciting match &amp; blast puzzle game with colorful graphics and an immersive adventure story. Start your journey now and reveal clues to the
biggest mystery ever told! What are you waiting for? The keys to unlocking this puzzle are in your hands. MAIN FEATURES: ● Hundreds of exciting levels of challenging puzzles! ● Unique game goals and dozens of entertaining obstacles! ● Incredible cinematic story full of mystery! ● Huge selection of designed interiors to customize the
hotel! ● Possibility to form your own club and blow up the competition! ● Exciting star coffins with valuable prizes! ● Fascinating atmosphere and great graphics! ● Deluxe treasure chests for the best players! ● Great bonuses every day! Hotel Blast is a free match and blast puzzle game. However, some items can be bought for real money.
Don't worry, no matter what option you choose, the game will always remain fun and exciting! Hotel Blast 1.13.0 Apk + Mod (Gold/ Key) for android was last modified: December 23rd, 2020 by RevDl Andro-Mod » Games » Casual » Hotel Blast (MOD, Unlimited Money) Welcome to Hotel Blast! It's a place where adventure meets mystery
in an exciting puzzle game! The only match and explosion game you'll ever need! Hotel Blast combines a great puzzle experience with a fascinating story full of mysterious clues! If you want to play detective, get ready for the journey of a lifetime! Start solving the case and let Hotel Blast transport you into the ultimate world of mysteries!
Blow up and build! Win colorful match-2 levels to renovate and decorate the hotel by choosing the signature style of its décor. Make an explosion by choosing hundreds of models to change and turn this mysterious place into your heart's desire. Unlock various unforgettable tasks every day and get closer to solving the hotel's great
mystery! Watch the exciting story! Uncover the mystery of the scary, abandoned hotel you just inherited! Keep your eyes open Hotel Blast is a mobile puzzle adventure game developed and presented by WhaleApp LTD. You need to restore the old hotel completely, choose its final design and offer guests everything they need. You will
gain control of a luxurious huge building that has been neglected in recent years. First of all, you need to completely empty the trash, renovate the premises and pick up the new furniture, bypassing the exciting match-3 levels. There is an interesting plot in the game that reveals the hotel's past. Thanks to the harmonic combination of
adventure and puzzle elements, the game the whole audience, the audience, Children. And if you like games of this genre, we recommend looking for items from Manor Matters and a very similar project at Hotel Blast - Gardenscapes.DOWNLOAD MOD APKOverall InfoCategoryCasualDeveloperWhaleapp LTDVersion1.13.0Size155
MbMod Info- Unlimited money - Unlimited keysRequires Android4.4+ FeaturesHotel Blast is one of the best games for fun. Now we're going to prove it to you. Enjoy hundreds of challenging levelsAdd an important part of Hotel Blast gameplay is match-3 puzzles. However, there are some differences here. Cubes do not need to be moved
to make rows of three, four, or more stones. Just tap the screen when you see several stones of the same color nearby and progress through the game plot. The part involved in solving puzzles is traditional. Tasks are to destroy the specified components in the required transport volume. Sometimes it may also be necessary to pour
aquariums or destroy TVs by blowing up a row next to them. There are over 100 missions at stake. Try yourself as a designer, equip your hotel When you have access to the hotel, there's a lot to do in your diary. In addition, each of them requires a certain number of keys. If you want to clean the room, you have to pay for the key. If you
need to buy furniture or equipment for the hotel - one more key. You always have access to four indoor and outdoor design options. Three of them are completely free, the fourth, brightest and most colorful, usually costs a few coins. Use your imagination to create your own future hotel project. The game gives you the opportunity to
implement a truly unique variation. Check out a great story with unexpected momentsHotel Blast begins with your introduction to headwaiter. He wrote you a letter saying you inherited the hotel from your longtime ancestors, now you have to put it in order. Headwaiter Oliver is not the only character in the game. You will meet other
characters directly related to the hotel. The story opens systematically and through character dialogues. Plus, the game is starting to take you along with a fascinating plot with a place for both interesting rids and ghostly secrets in a once beautiful hotel. Immerse yourself in a simple and addictive game Hotel Blast's make-up is very simple:
we need to take certain steps, such as repairing the reception desk or installing a new fireplace. Each of these actions requires one or more keys that you can get by performing tasks from ri riles. Such tasks are standard match-3 levels. After you receive the key, you can use it to perform the action. There is a choice of one of several
options, which gives way to imagination. In general, gameplay is intuitive from the first few minutes onwards and should not cause you any difficulties. Graphics and SoundHotel Blast has three-dimensional graphics, a nice interface and a beautifully detailed setting. neglected hotel amazes with the quality of décor and luxury. You can turn
it into a real palace. In addition, during the successful operation of each game, you can hear pleasant sound effects, which makes it even more fun to play. Mod Description We bring your information to the mod's unlimited coins and keys. Use it to buy boosters match-3 puzzles, as well as the most beautiful interior items. Thanks to the
endless keys, you can complete all the hotel improvement efforts without interruption, as you no longer have to play minigames to get the keys. Mod Testing We have tested Hotel Blast for our esteemed users. Based on the test results, we can confirm the correct and safe operation of the mod with unlimited money and keys. The essence
is as follows: when you use money or keys, the amount of money in your account just increases. Boosters can help you complete tasks. First of all, a player can take a rocket or bomb that has already been placed on the field at the beginning. You can get such missiles yourself, find places where the same blocks accumulate - from five to
six pieces each. The more blocks, the more efficient I intensified. However, you cannot get other boosters in this way. For example, you can use a vacuum cleaner that extracts blocks of the selected color. The missile box turns all cubes of the chosen color into a rocket that explodes instantly. The broom only deletes the selected block.
You can get such boosters to perform special tasks or buy coins. To complete every level of Hotel Blast, you will get keys and stars. Their number depends on how many moves you managed to complete the task. The fewer moves you needed, the more stars you get. Unused steps allow you to install additional boosters on the field at the
end of the phase to explode and get an extra star. The player gets the chance to open the gold cabinet after collecting 25 stars. Our SummaryHotel Blast has versatile gameplay, an interesting storyline, well-developed meth that includes puzzle and quest aspects, as well as excellent colorful graphics. It is one of those projects where
players can spend several days. How to install Hotel Blast Mod? We did everything we could to facilitate the download process for every visitor to our website. However, if you download a mollatu or hacked app from third-party sources for the first time, the following user manual will be useful for you:Press the download APK button and the
download process will start automatically. When you're done, open the file manager and select the hotel-blast-technifiser.com.apk.In if you install the APK file for the first time, your device can ask you for multiple permissions. To allow the installation process, you need to open the device settings and turn on the Allow from this source tab.
Once the game is installed, it will be playable! Don't forget to uninstall the original version of Hotel Blast before installing the modified version errors during the installation process. Process. Process.
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